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U.S. Federal Judge Rules Terrorist
Watchlist Is Unconstitutional

Author Karen Melton-Stewart

U.S. District Judge Anthony Trenga ruled

Wednesday that the federal government's

watchlist of "known or suspected terrorists"

is unconstitutional. The list, which contains

over 1 million people, was challenged by the

Council on American-Islamic Relations

(CAIR) and 23 American citizens who said

they were wrongly placed on the list.

U.S. District Judge Anthony Trenga

ruled Wednesday that the federal

government's watchlist of "known

or suspected terrorists" is

unconstitutional. The list, which

contains over 1 million people, was

challenged by the Council on

American-Islamic Relations (CAIR)

and 23 American citizens who said

they were wrongly placed on the

list.

Judge Trenga ruled that the

Terrorist Screening Database

(TSDB), known colloquially as the

terrorist watchlist, violated due

process because there was no clear

standard for people to

be included or removed from

the list. The list is distributed

throughout the U.S.

government and police

agencies, and sent to foreign

governments. "There is no

evidence, or contention, that

any of these plaintiffs satisfy

the definition of a 'known

terrorist," Trenga wrote. The

judge also wrote that

non-dangerous conduct could

land someone on the list. An

individual's placement into the

TSDB does not require any

evidence that the person

engaged in criminal activity,

committed a crime Full Article

(Whore-Mongering America) Fusion Centers, Citizen

Spies and the Debasement of the American Character

Author Karen Melton-Stewart

No matter if you are in the

“Trump-resistance” or a Q Anon

Patriot, it is likely significant numbers

of you have been successfully

whoremongered by your state Fusion

Centers, despite political leanings.

Only raw avarice and a total disregard

for the Constitution is needed. For

those who do not know what a Fusion

Center is, it was decided after 911 that

the Federal, State, and local

authorities were failing to sufficiently

communicate with each other in

regard to terror threats, so Fusion

Centers were created in each state to

“fuse” information and share it in one

central location. D ependingon the

physical size of the state and its

population, there could be one to

three Fusion Centers in a state. In

each Fusion Center is a Domestic

Terrorism Unit, which even has

billboards put up in various locations

encouraging people to “See

something, say something”. In

addition, Fusion Centers recruit

boots-on-the ground civilians they call

HUMINT (human intelligence),

laughable from my perspective as a

retired National Security Agency

Intelligence Analyst, where that does

not mean unsophisticated dupes and

thugs as it does here. Fusion Centers

recruit regular people through quasi

patriot or even faux patriot groups

under the monicker of “Infragard”

(under FBI auspices) and other such

questionably fascistic groups. Fusion

Centers even are known to utilize

criminals and criminal gangs but

I get ahead of myself. Karen Melton

Stewart, National Security Agency,

Intelligence Analyst, Ret. Infragard is

recruited by FBI/Fusion Centers from

the same kind of people who

volunteer for local law enforcement

“ride-alongs” or citizen cop programs.

Many are concerned do-gooders

though many, too many, are bullies

looking to justify their desire to

control others and exert their will over

those around them with false

authority and power. The Full Article
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Gang-stalking logic

Community stalking/smaller groups: Author Jess Brown

For some cases which involve community

stalking or smaller based groups, the

technology is often everyday items that the

general public can freely purchase. E.g.

speakers, microphone, amplifier and etc.

However the actual setup requires previous

demonstration from another or they simply

already acquired the knowledge from

previous experience/etc.

Now the following points will convey the

possible reasons behind this:

- The sensitive yet quiet equipment can

record subvocalizations; When you think, you actually use your voice box which still

produces recordable sound.

= They could easily sell this system setup to private investigators, small business

groups for a competitive sale's edge, surveillance websites, acoustic

engineers/scientists or even to the local news papers. Full Article

Acoustic attacks instead of EMF

Gang-stalkers have been known to use a variety of different equipment and

methods from EMF to Soundwaves. But Soundwaves themselves are often

overlooked in favour of EMF being their primary method. But what if they are using

more soundwave based technology instead to cause the following effects.

(This method would be primarily useful for community

based stalking or small groups. It's every day available

technology that anyone could learn to use and operate. If

learnt or self studied).

Sound can cause the following symptoms:

- Sudden unnatural chills across your back

- Muscles randomly twitching, jumping or  feeling the need to move. Full Article

Author Karen Melton-Stewart

PAA Letter to all Senators
Dear sir/madam Senator, I am

writing to you in regard to the

pending reauthorization vote of

the Patriot Act (PAA) this March

15, 2020 now called the

“Protecting Against Internal

Terrorism” bill. I am wholly

against its reauthorization in its

present form in that I have seen

its intended Trojan Horse

attributes personally and am

sounding a stern warning to my

representatives in that you are

our citizens’ front line and are

there to represent our will and

defend the Constitution above all

else. This law is far too flawed to

protect the US and Letter

Krezic
Hello I would like to be part of

the collective breakdown I'm

afraid it is too late I just

discovered that it was until May ..

could I still be part of the plant. I

have already sent you in the past

the difficulties and problems that

I am encountering. Keep my

testimony? My family and I suffer

from constant electronic torture

and network harassment.

hello, I am French my name is

jacqueline krezic I am 54 years

old, mother of 3 children and

very isolated… no family apart

from my 3 children. I think I have

been a target since my birth my

children are too ... I have heart

palpitations, headaches and a

high pitched sound in Full Article
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V2K & amp; broadcasting thought in

public places

Every targeted individual case is different but unfortunately some of us

suffer from V2K or have our thoughts/subvocalizations broadcasting in

public areas. Either way, they are listening and no have choice but to

listen, especially if they have to report back.

- You can ignore; this method is usually preferred as generally symptoms

are reported to lessen.

- Download a frequency generator app on your

mobile and play a high pitch or annoying tone. Be

sure, not to irritate the other shoppers, however

this should be generally okay as they're

equipment is more sensitive than our ears. So the

sound will still definitely pick up, even on low

volume. You can do this in car as well. (I play

neno cat). Full Article Author Jess Brown

Torture Of Minor American Citizens

(children) by Russian state services

FOR F.B.I.

Dear ladies and gentlemen,

I was in the US in 2014, where my daughter Alisa Ipatova was born, on

July 15, 2014, in Hollywood, Broward County, Florida. Currently, we live

in Moscow. In the apartment where I live, I found strong radiation of

different spectrum. In fact, what kind of organization tortures, literally

tortures me and my family members, including six-year-old Alisa. The

source is unknown to me, but most likely it is state structures. Alisa has

American citizenship, and I ask you to take the fate of the child (Alisa)

under control and periodically ask the authorities of the Russian

Federation about Alisa health. If something happens to me or to my wife

Marina Ipatova (Alisa mother), I ask you to initiate a child exchange to

bring Alisa back to the United States. Also, we were in Turkey and Gresse,

and the same thing happened there - persecution and torture. Apparently,

this can happen anywhere in the world. Therefore, I FULL ARTICLE

Repetitive Phrases

Collecting Evidence

Author Jess Brown

- Create a list of all the repetitive phrases

specific to your gang-stalking

- Post the list on social media and

screenshot the post for evidence. Ensure

you captive the date on the image.

- Buy a body camera or recorder and record

all the phrases used in public or private

areas.

- Create a video displaying the prior post

and show the captived film footage/audio

recordings.

= This method will ensure that additional

evidence can be gathered to support your

case.

.

TI Of The Mon�

Author Serg Serg
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Find Great Downloadable TI Letters in the TI Library

House Directed Energy Caucus Letter

House Directed Energy Caucus Letter

Dear sir/madam, I am writing to you to ensure that you are made aware

of the abuse by this industry under your noses, of hundreds of thousands

if not millions of Americans with these weapons. You are now legally and

ethically liable for this knowledge and what you do with it or fail to do

with it. Crimes against Humanity and War Crimes are being committed

for profit here in the USA, is it with your approval? I hope not. I suspect

you are being deceived. Letter

AFFIDAVIT REGARDING DHS FBI FUSION CENTER

INVOLVEMENT IN PERPETRATING DOMESTIC

TERRORISM

February 11, 2020 do state for the record that the following observations

and conclusions to be true to the best of my knowledge. In February 2015

my lawyer submitted a subpoena request to Judge Laurence Gallagher at

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) where I had

filed suit against the Letter

Havana Syndrome Cry Out

A

Post Request
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